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When Cut The Rope: Experiments arrived on the Windows Phone last month, fans of the Cut the Rope series, of course, were excited to see another installment on our platform. However, the arrival of the sequel also reminded us that the first Cut the Rope still had to receive an update from the launch. The original game Windows Phone had only 275 levels -
75 less than other versions. As mobile Xbox gamers really know, Rovio has been busy updating some of its Angry Birds games lately. Now it seems that russian developer ZeptoLab has decided to join in the fun because they've updated Cut the Rope finally! The update brings our version closer to iOS and Android games and gives players a great reason to
reconnect to Om Nom in search of sweets. The main feature of the update is the addition of three new level cells: Spooky Box - iOS release date: August 23, 2012 - Adds ghosts to the game Steam Box - iOS Release Date: January 10, 2013 - Adds Steam Valves to Game Lantern - iOS Release Date: February 7, 2013 - Adds Chinese lights to the game Each
box is 25 levels, so the Cut Rope Windows Phone now has 350 levels - just like every other version. beautiful, beautiful! iOS promotional screens (all other images from Windows Phone) Interestingly, level packages are now divided into seasons, not into one long list as before. Players can jump between seasons at any time, regardless of the end of last
season. The first cell of each season starts unlocked by default. However, the stars of one season do not contribute to unlocking the level boxes in future seasons. So you need to put an 11th level package, DJ Box through your paces, before you can unlock new boxes, even if you already have heaps of stars from previous boxes. More cartoons as well as
the new season selection at the bottom of the screen can also go to the cartoon menu. Previously, the game was linked only to the first episode of Om Nom Stories via option on the title screen. Now, players can easily reach and enjoy the cartoon series's first 13 episodes (14 and 15 are MIA). Children and young people and hearts really have fun watching the
game's protagonist Om Nom get into trouble. Experiments next? It is fantastic that ZeptoLab has released these new level packages and reviewed the game user interface with this update. We know that updating games using the Xbox Live certification process can take a long time for developers. Perhaps these factors inspired this dev to have until they had a
large amount of content to add before working on the update. That's the question, though - what about Cut the Rope: Experiments? ZeptoLab follow-up game started with 150 levels of Windows Phone, while other versions have an additional box (Ant Hill) for a total of 175 levels. For more information, see our review. The developer may simply choose to keep
the next level box released on other platforms until they update experiments on your Windows Phone. But we can expect it to come sooner, like many of us in our Cut Rope: Time for travel to hurry up and come! Lotsa game ya dolla 'Cut the Rope - Windows Phone 7 and 8 - 99 cents - 37 MB - Shop Link Cut Rope: Experiments - Windows Phone 7 and 8 - 99
cents - 29 MB - Shop Link Thanks Dome85 and Guilherme for tip! This is an easy way to cut a rope with another rope. The materials are:No we continue to put a short rope inside the other in the same way as in the picture. This is a video that shows you how to reduce. Participated in the Makerspace contest Cut rope for Android has finally been updated with
Tool Box levels. This gives the Android version of the game almost equivalent to what is in the iOS version, but of course there is still no CtR: Experiments. The tool box update adds 25 new levels and a new game mechanic: switchblades. These are knives that will break your sweets, but fortunately you can control them by turning them out of the way to feed
Om Nom. This update makes Android almost equal with iOS, although Android users still don't have special Christmas levels, nor does Cut the Rope: Experiments sequel. Cut the rope can be for 99 cents on the Android market and is highly recommended from us. Subscribe to our newsletter! Inside Desiree Kohan's Los Angeles boutique, Des Kohan, you'll
find a rather delicious spread of unusual and purposeful designers, Hussein Chalayan and Pegah Anvarian among them. Recently, however, these portable offers are not the only thing that makes Cohan's customers return week after week. The owner of the store has become a designer, and so far she keeps a viable company for herself... Literally. I design
dresses that can't be found anywhere but here, she says. I refuse wholesale. Sold exclusively by Des Kohan, the in-house dress collection (which happens to be Kohan's best-selling line) was launched two years ago to coincide with the opening of the store. Inspired by friends and stylists who have always been pining less massive out looking frocks, Kohan's
line brings its form to California couture. I think my clients really love the collection because they know it's demi-couture, but with the price of ready to wear. Kohan is working with couture seamstress to create a number of favorable cuts that have the highest fit value. It's about making everyone look better than they ever imagined, she says of her slightly
minimal dresses. The line really is what lacks American fashion-customized fit. In spring / summer, Cohan turned to a cheerful royal blue and yellow palette with creamy neutral hints. The designer says that she wants to use colors that enhance the fabrics, so linen and silk georgette hand can be fully appreciated. While dresses include a gamut of codes, from
a casual office to a cocktail, Coan has some favorites that make versatility. My blue georgette drop waist dress can be worn as it is with flats, or it can be cinched at the waist to create 3 tiers black tie. To complement her dresses as well as other collections in his store, Kohan collaborated with designer Annie Costello Brown to create a Collection of Des Kohan
hand-cut leather belts. With antique brass hardware, each style can be worn in different ways. But so far, branching with belts is how much the designer is willing to go ... one piece is just her thing. I think it makes life easy to wear dresses, she says. And from just being here in the store, I know that's what women always seem to be asking for. The Collection of
Des Kohan Dresses and Belts can be found at Des Kohan, 671 Cloverdale, Los Angeles, 323-857-0200; www.deskohan.com.Desiree Kohan creates her own brand Cali-couture. We're going to throw out an incredibly biased generalization: except for Angry Birds, maybe Plants vs Zombies, Cut the Rope is the best mobile game on the market. It starts
deceptively simple, and works its way up to physics-happy madness that really please casual gamers and perfectionists alike. Earlier today a Twitter post instructed Android users to visit reddit's website to be notified when it was possible to cut the rope. However, it seems that the program is now available for free through GetJar. So visit the GetJar link below
to download your device game. If you haven't borrowed your buddy's iPhone so you can play Cut the Rope, then you're missing. The game sounds simple enough: cut the rope so that a piece of candy hits the stars, and finds its way into Om Nom's mouth. But the game becomes more complicated when floating bubbles, air pistols, movable tracks and magic
teleportation hats fall into the mix. Enough blabbing. Go download it.source: GetJar via Android Life SUBSCRIBE OUR NEWSLETTER! Better not let ol' Lloyd hear about it – cute Om Nom from Cut the Rope is getting his... Erm, its... your digital comic series. If you're still playing Cut the Rope, the premise is that you have to get dangling candy into Om Nom's
mouth. And it can be surprisingly difficult to do. Now bad news: Digital comic book will launch in the iTunes App Store at the end of August. Chromium. Here's what we want to do: Hit up facebook.com/cuttherope or get 'em on Twitter at @Cut_The_Rope and let 'em know we want some Om Nom comic love android soon. Or we settle to get Lloyd his gig.
ZeptoLab signs with Ape Entertainment to create a Digital Comics series based on Cut The Rope's Loveable Om Nom CharacterAs One of the most downloaded mobile games of all-time, Cut The Rope and its hugely popular Om Nom Transcend Gaming with New Digital ComicSAN DIEGO, CA - July 21, 2011 - Today Comic-Con International 2011, Ape
Entertainment and ZeptoLab™, developers Cut the Rope™, one of the best selling iPhone, iPod® touch and iPad gaming apps of all time, has announced a new licensing Create a series of digital comic books based on the popular game. The comic book series will explore the still indescribable backstory of the game's cute cute Om Nom™ based on your
adventures in the popular mobile game. Cut the Rope is an award-winning mobile game from ZeptoLab, which has experienced the best-rated success in major iOS and Android smartphone app stores; and the world's first iOS game to win a BAFTA award. In this physics-based puzzler, players are challenged to cut an increasingly sophisticated series of
ropes by swiping the screen, catching stars, and eventually steering candy into the mouth of Om Nom, a cute and raven little monster. In the game, users face new characters and unusual obstacles that keep the game entertaining, addictive and the most - fun to play. Ape Entertainment plans to release a series of colorful comics digitally through a separate
Cut the Rope Comics App at the iTunes App Store in late August. This is an amazing opportunity to work with ZeptoLab in one of the most addictive and successful games in the world, said David Hedgecock, CEO of Ape Entertainment. The comic book series is shaping up beautifully and we're doing something that we know fans cut the rope and fans of good
entertainment everywhere are going to absolutely love! Om Nom has become a fan favorite and he has an amazing backstory. This new comic book series will tell that story and introduce fans to the cast of characters and storylines that will unfold in future iterations of the game, said Misha Laylin, president of ZeptoLab. We are happy to work with Ape
Entertainment to create new channels outside of mobile games to allow users to interact with Cut The Rope and Om Nom. They did a great job not only capturing Om Nom's history, but maintaining the high level of artistic integrity fans of the game came to expect. For more information, visit www.ape-entertainment.com or www.zeptolab.com.About
ZeptoLab:ZeptoLab™ is an independent team of professionals dedicated to fun science. Creative designers and engineers responsible for ZeptoLab games have redefined mobile games with a unique physics-based game that relies on touch technology to engage hard and random players. For the latest information on Cut the Rope and Om Nom, follow us
facebook.com/cuttherope or @Cut_the_Rope on Twitter or visit www.zeptolab.com.About Ape Entertainment:Founded in 2003, Ape Entertainment is a lifelong comic book thinker dedicated to David Hedgecock, and Brent E. Erwin. Comics bring home such popular names as BLACK DYNAMITE: SLAVE ISLAND, FREAKSHOW, LITTLE GREEN MEN and
Eisner Award nominated for SCRATCH9. Ape Entertainment is also a North American publisher of licensed properties including POCKET GOD, SHREK, MADAGASCAR PENGUINS, KUNG FU PANDA, RICHIE RICH, CASPER AND STRAWBERRY SHORTCAKE. For the latest information, follow us Facebook.com/ApeEntertainment,
www.twitter.com/ApeComics or www.ApeComics.com. www.ApeComics.com.
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